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The signs of the Heavens, living geometry, light and voice of the “wisdom of the stars”, allow us to envisage the future and to prepare the ways of the common progress, “in a united breath and a unified rhythm” with the Solar Plan inscribed in the Cosmos.

These signs, or “elusive decrees” of the heavenly Plan, carve the paths of the future on the matrix of the earthly Plan, that hierarchical “Plan of Love and Light” that guides the steps of the planetary path according to the available direction and evolutionary resources; as we know, our care is precisely to discern and follow the luminous traces that the Sky reveals, since when we follow the Plan, we see the Purpose of the Planetary Lord.

The planetary Plan, in its first human formulation that we have accepted and nurtured, is structured in partitions of seven years; its first implementation Cycle in Group formation extends for 49 years (1987-2035), resounding at the causal level with the higher 49-year cycle of Decision.

---

1 See the fundamental text Asserting the Planetary Plan in the TPS Documents page.
2 “All the Masters Who are initiates of the sixth degree meet in conclave and together, and before making Their final decision (which will probably remove Them from the Path of Earth Service), decide what measures They propose the Hierarchy should take which will drastically and permanently affect the planet on which They have lived and for which They have worked… They in Their totality – at any given time – are the group which makes final decision anent human affairs… The opportunity comes to the Hierarchy every forty-nine years, and the year 1952 will see a group of these higher initiates choose the Path of Their future livingness and Being… The last initiation of this kind was therefore held in 1903.” (A. A. Bailey, The Rays and the Initiations). The years that mark the beginning of this higher Cycle are therefore 1903, 1952, 2000, 2050… with the year 2025 as the crucial Centre 4.4 of the current Cycle of Decision.
We can notice that the 5th seven-year period sees its energy associated with the 5th Aspect of Reality, namely the Manifestation and Construction of the Plan through the New Culture and Civilization, and includes the years between 2015 and 2021.

This motion of emergence, responsive to the 5th Ray, required and recorded the progressive and increasingly conscious orientation of the common Work, and of the pertaining integrated system of Vortexes and egoic Goals, to the Idea of a planetary System (hence the Project of TPS), that is of a human planetary Order: that ‘place of fire’ which implements, in the consciousness of an individual, of a group and (in due time) of the whole of humanity, an assumption of responsibility or responsiveness to the supernal reality of a central human Presence, of a both human and divine Essence, of a Magnet, which is able to attest, focus and synthesize the hierarchical evolutionary Plan on Earth, so that this manifests itself in the New Aquarian Culture and Civilization.

This Fifth Period of Seven years is followed by the Sixth seven-year Period, between 2022 and 2028, which encompasses the initiatory summit of 2025, a moment of particular connection between Humanity and Hierarchy, where “human and solar powers can meet to cooperate”, when a Decision regarding how humanity will enter the new Age will be taken by the Masters of 6th initiation of Shamballa.

3 “The whole world problem has reached a crisis today and … its clarification will be the outstanding theme of all progress—educational, religious and economic—until 2025 A.D.”.

“Thus a great and new movement is proceeding and a tremendously increased interplay and interaction is taking place. This will go on until A.D. 2025. During the years intervening between now and then very great changes will be seen taking place, and at the great General Assembly of the Hierarchy—held as usual every century—in 2025 the date in all probability will be set for the first stage of the externalisation of the Hierarchy. The present cycle (from now until that date) is called technically “The Stage of the Forerunner”. It is preparatory in nature, testing in its methods, and intended to be revelatory in its techniques and results. You can see therefore that Chohans, Masters, initiates, world disciples, disciples and aspirants affiliated with the Hierarchy are all at this time passing through a cycle of great activity”. (A. A. Bailey: The Externalisation of the Hierarchy, p. 363 and 530, Lucis Collection).
The Lambdoma, the septenary matrix of the Plan and of the Work that must be carried out, constitutes the basis to let the causal and causative energies of Heaven “land” harmoniously. It is in fact Heaven, the greatest Master, who through the elusive Decrees inscribed by its Fires and psychogeometries shows us with which energies to carry out the Service.

We can figure the 'bristling' path, fraught with difficulties, that unfolds between 2018 and 2025 as composed of seven ‘stations’, seven years and initiatory steps that Heaven seals with as many celestial "lessons", made evident by the cyclical movement of Jupiter, Master of Solar Space and Magnetism (2nd Ray), which, passing from 2018 to 2025 from Scorpio to Gemini (in 2025 it will enter Cancer in May) by virtue of its inherent energy catalyses the zodiacal substance where it takes dwelling (in a Sign every terrestrial year) and prepares it to receive and accept the Will of the central solar Life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JUPITER</th>
<th>Being</th>
<th>Governing</th>
<th>Liberating</th>
<th>Loving</th>
<th>Educating</th>
<th>Attracting</th>
<th>Illuminating</th>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>Innovating</th>
<th>Reflecting</th>
<th>Expressing</th>
<th>Harmonizing</th>
<th>Building</th>
<th>Working</th>
<th>Realizing</th>
<th>Guarding</th>
<th>Communicating</th>
<th>Unifying</th>
<th>Ordering</th>
<th>Organizing</th>
<th>Irradiating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st septenary</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>♉</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>1/6</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>2/4</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>2/7</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th septenary</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>7/1</td>
<td>7/2</td>
<td>7/3</td>
<td>7/4</td>
<td>7/5</td>
<td>7/6</td>
<td>7/7</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th septenary</td>
<td>6/1</td>
<td>6/2</td>
<td>6/3</td>
<td>6/4</td>
<td>6/5</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>6/7</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>2026</td>
<td>2027</td>
<td>2028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th septenary</td>
<td>2029</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2031</td>
<td>2032</td>
<td>2033</td>
<td>2034</td>
<td>2035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jupiter is accompanied, in this work of “sowing” for the “beneficial fulfilment”, by the energy of Uranus which remains for seven Earth years in a Sign. The Lord of Cosmic Traction (7th Ray) pushes consciousness and form with rhythm and wisdom towards the final transfiguration: in these seven years that separate us from 2025 Uranus will pass from the ardent and initiatory waters of Aries to the magnetic and loving ones of Gemini, abiding throughout the whole seven-year period in Taurus (heliocentrically from September 3rd 2018 to January 3rd 2026), thus activating its luminous substance so that the Eye that looks at the infinite abysses of Heaven knows how to draw a clear and powerful vision, filled with the abundance of Life and such as to enhance a new yearning in humanity towards Harmony.

Uranus, “the planet of the hidden mystery and one of the most occult of the planets ‘falls’ in Taurus, producing the accentuation and the sharp division between body and soul (…). Uranus, hidden in the depths, is to awaken and evoke the intuitive response of Taurus to an ever-increasing light until such time that full illumination is achieved and also the development of the spiritual consciousness – substituting these higher soul aspects for the lower form reactions. It is interesting to note that in
Scorpio, Uranus is exalted which gives indication of the success of the task which the Uranian forces undertook. Achievement is attained.\(^4\)

### Uranus in the 49-year Cycle of the Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1/1</th>
<th>1/2</th>
<th>1/3</th>
<th>1/4</th>
<th>1/5</th>
<th>1/6</th>
<th>1/7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>2/4</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>2/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/1</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>3/6</td>
<td>3/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/1</td>
<td>4/2</td>
<td>4/3</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>4/6</td>
<td>4/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/1</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>5/4</td>
<td>5/5</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>5/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/1</td>
<td>6/2</td>
<td>6/3</td>
<td>6/4</td>
<td>6/5</td>
<td>6/6</td>
<td>6/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>2026</td>
<td>2027</td>
<td>2028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/1</td>
<td>7/2</td>
<td>7/3</td>
<td>7/4</td>
<td>7/5</td>
<td>7/6</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2029</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2031</td>
<td>2032</td>
<td>2033</td>
<td>2034</td>
<td>2035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the *Heaven of general Causes* (the heliocentric one, according to the ‘tropical’ view of our Earth) it is therefore possible to see, and consequently celebrate, these seven steps that lead to the Threshold of 2025: Jupiter and Uranus, as esoteric and exoteric Rulers of *Aquarius*, trace the path that leads to the glory of the Future, represented precisely by the energy of *Aquarius*, the next primary Energy for our Earth according to the precessional cycle. Aquarius, the Sign of the Hierarchy which leads the new Group of World servers (ruled by Taurus - see note 8) towards the beneficial accomplishment, is an energy interwoven with the constructive and fiery force of the 5th Ray, operating according to the Golden Rule and in the light of Brotherhood, the luminous consequence of establishing Right Human Relationships within Humanity. Precisely in 2025 Uranus, the Luminary that makes all things new (like every 84 years of its revolution cycle) will be in conjunction with the Star *Alcyone*, the Origin of the Seven Solar Systems of which we are a part:

“Aquarius relates humanity to the Pleiades and therefore to Taurus in an unusual manner. The key to this relation is to be found in the word desire, leading, through the transmutative processes of life experience, to aspiration and finally the relinquishing of desire in Scorpio. Aquarius, Alcyone and Humanity constitute a most interesting triangle of force. Alcyone is one of the seven Pleiades and is called the ‘star of the Individual’ and sometimes the ‘star of intelligence’. It was potently active during the previous solar system wherein the Third Person of the Trinity was peculiarly omnipotent and active, just as today the cosmic Christ, the Second Person of the Trinity, is peculiarly active in this solar system. The energies coming from Alcyone impregnated the substance of the universe with the quality of mind. As a consequence of this most ancient activity, the same force was present at the time of individualisation in this solar system [21 million years ago], for it is in this system, and primarily upon our planet, the Earth, that the major results of that early activity have made themselves felt. Two of our planets, the Earth (non-sacred) and

Uranus (sacred), are directly the product of this third ray activity. This is of great importance to remember. I would also ask you to link this thought with the teaching that through the divine centre of intelligent activity which we call humanity, the fourth kingdom in nature will eventually act as the mediating principle to all the three lower kingdoms. Humanity is the divine Messenger to the world of form; it is essentially Mercury [4th Ray, connected to the 4th human Hierarchy], bringing light and life to other divine manifestations and of this all divine world Saviours are the eternal symbols.

This coming process of planetary service through the third divine centre is only truly effective when Aquarius rules and when our sun is passing through that sign of the zodiac. Hence the immense importance of the next 2000 years. Therefore, only when a man is a world server and becoming group conscious can this desired objective of manifestation begin to demonstrate. It is beginning to happen today for the first time in planetary history. It is one of the first fruits of initiation and only in the next root race to our present Aryan race will we begin really to understand the significance of the process and the true nature of the energies to be released through the medium of humanity upon the planet. It is for this reason that Jupiter and Uranus (expressions of the second and the seventh rays) are the exoteric and esoteric rulers of Aquarius.

You have, therefore, the following line of force to study:

1. Alcyone – in the Pleiades, the mothers of the seven aspects of form life and the “wives of the seven Rishis of the Great Bear”. They are connected with the Mother aspect which nurtures the infant Christ.
2. Aquarius – the World Server, the transmitter of energy which evokes magnetic response.
3. Jupiter and Uranus – planets of beneficent consummation. The second ray of love and the seventh ray which fuses spirit and matter “to the ultimate glory” of the solar Logos are in the fullest eventual cooperation.
4. Humanity – the focal point for all these energies and the divine distributor of them to individual man and later to the lower three kingdoms in nature."5

Let us see therefore how these solar energies or Ideas, associated in Formulas by the Luminaries of the Solar System, can reverberate on Earth in forces capable of giving Form to the future of Mankind and of the Kingdoms of nature; we follow these seven steps of the planetary Dance knowing that the strength and purity with which we will imagine the future will corroborate, and delineate its contours better and better.

In a nutshell, it is noteworthy that in this seven-year period (2018-2025) as many as 3 of the deepest Luminaries are found in the ‘last’ Signs of the Zodiac, which accomplish the fulfilment of evolution: Neptune and Saturn will conclude the zodiac (in Pisces) by 2024 to enter in conjunction in Aries in 2025, Pluto will enter Aquarius, the sign of the New Age in 2024. Only Uranus has already begun a new cycle in Aries (since 2011), as our Guide for the 7th Ray that rises and leads us knowingly into the New Age. Jupiter, on the other hand, will enter the First Sign, Aries, only in 2022.

Here is a brief summary of the possible astrological value of Their zodiacal positions:

- Pluto in Capricorn and Aquarius: purification and transformation of all aspects concerning matter, and destruction of limits to individual and collective freedom.
- Neptune in Pisces: development of the Christ consciousness, Waters of redemption and salvation.
- Uranus in Taurus: creation of a strong aspiration towards the new Ideas captured in Aries, coating them with Beauty and Value; scientific understanding of Beauty will illuminate the world.
- Saturn: assumption of responsibility (Capricorn) of the Service (Aquarius) of Salvation (Pisces).
- Jupiter (from Scorpio to Gemini, Cancer in 2025): expansion of consciousness according to the lessons of the crossed Signs; this will make it possible to better and better realize the profound meaning of the task that each of the aforementioned Luminaries has in the relative Sign.

5 Ibid., p. 200-1
In the following table, the numbers next to the zodiacal signs indicate the Ray sectors of their 30 degrees, or 6 sectors or qualities of 5 degrees each, with the 4th straight and coinciding with the central bisector (15°).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VORTEXES/YEARS</th>
<th>GOALS of the PLAN</th>
<th>JUPITER – SATURN</th>
<th>URANUS – NEPTUNE</th>
<th>ASPECTS</th>
<th>DEEP CYCLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Venus – Mercury</td>
<td>Saturn in Capricorn 1 - 3</td>
<td>Neptune in Pisces 3-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Saturn in Capricorn 3 – 6</td>
<td>Neptune in Pisces 5</td>
<td>– First Trine between Jupiter and Uranus (21/12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.6 – 2020</td>
<td>Construction of Ideals</td>
<td>Jupiter in Capricorn 2 – Aquarius 2 (enters on 12/10)</td>
<td>Uranus in Taurus 2</td>
<td>– Conjunctions in Capricorn 6 between Saturn and Pluto (10/1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.7 - 2021</td>
<td>Creative liturgy of the Group and of the Work</td>
<td>Jupiter in Aquarius 2 – Pisces 2 (enters on 20/9)</td>
<td>Uranus in Taurus 2 – 3</td>
<td>– First Square between Jupiter and Uranus (1/2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus – Uranus</td>
<td>Saturn in Aquarius 1 - 3</td>
<td>Neptune in Pisces 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune – Vulcan</td>
<td>Saturn in Aquarius 3 - 7</td>
<td>Neptune in Pisces 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune – Jupiter</td>
<td>Saturn in Aquarius 7 – Pisces 2 (enters on 29/4)</td>
<td>Neptune in Pisces 6 - 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3 – 2024</td>
<td>Communion with the world of Ideas</td>
<td>Jupiter in Taurus 5 – Gemini 5 (enters on 6/6)</td>
<td>Uranus in Taurus 6 – 7</td>
<td>– Conjunction between Jupiter and Uranus (14/3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune – Saturn</td>
<td>Saturn in Pisces 2 - 5</td>
<td>Neptune in Pisces 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4 – 2025</td>
<td>Religiosity and intelligent Communion of Art</td>
<td>Jupiter in Gemini 5–Cancer 5 (enters on 16/5)</td>
<td>Uranus in Taurus 7</td>
<td>– Second Square between Jupiter and Saturn (27/1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neptune – Mercury</td>
<td>Saturn in Pisces 5 – Aries 1 (enters on 4/11)</td>
<td>Neptune in Pisces 7 – Aries 1 (enters on 23/5)</td>
<td>– Second Square between Jupiter and Neptune (15/5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>– Conjunction between Neptune and Saturn in Aries 1 (11/12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What are the celestial aspects or determining causal impulses that scan and mark the approach to 2025?

These are mainly conjunctions between Luminaries, that is to say those energy flashes that will shine in the Sky but which, as causing solar Formulas and Ideas, will have to be imprinted as Models and new Ideals in our consciousness, urging them to “be” and “act” in a new or evolutionary way:

**Saturn-Pluto conjunction (3rd & 1st Rays), 10 January 2020**

The first significant conjunction is that of January 10th 2020, which involves Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn (the last in the same Sign was in 1518, thus recalling the environment and atmosphere of the Renaissance and, more recently, their previous conjunction in this part of the Initiatory Heaven was in the XVIII century in Aquarius, the motor and driving force of both the American War of Independence and the French Revolution). A disruptive conjunction that radiates its energy in the dynamic field of the Goal of the Plan 5.6 – Construction of ideals. This conjunction, in connection with such a Goal, stimulates the transformation, emergence and construction of new ideals, fostering the breaking up of crystallizations and the clear vision about the mismanagement of our common home, the Earth.

**Jupiter-Pluto conjunction (2nd & 1st Rays), 31 July 2020**

Still in the atmosphere of the Goal 5.6, we have the second meaningful conjunction. On July 31st 2020 Jupiter joins Pluto in Capricorn: here Jupiter pours out a new lesson of Love celebrating the supernal Light or “cosmic traction”, the mover of evolution. The two Luminaries in Capricorn reign on the visible and invisible worlds, on the life that is born and expands and on the forms that lose their material consistency to transfigure into pure Light; in short, Jupiter and Pluto initiate to the transfiguring and regenerating power of Love.

**Jupiter-Saturn conjunction (2nd & 3rd Rays), 2 November 2020**

Everything focuses on and points towards the conjunction between Jupiter (passed in Aquarius on October 12th 2020) and Saturn (entered into the Sign on September 3rd 2020), their first conjunction in Aquarius after the last in 1404, now decidedly at the turn of and in support of the upcoming Age of brotherhood and universality.

At the level of compound cycles, the Star of 5 drawn in Heaven by Jupiter and Saturn every 60 years is therefore now oriented towards Aquarius, the Server. This conjunction is the transcendent, discontinuous and initiatory moment of the first five-pointed star that forms in Aquarius (conjunctions every 20 years in the Air Signs) after about two centuries during which three successive Stars originated in Capricorn (conjunctions every 20 years in the Earth Signs). The 2020 Star will end in 2080 and with those that will follow (2139 and 2199) it will introduce into space the evolutionary impulses that for a couple of centuries will guide Humanity towards the universal Service through the acquisition of group consciousness.
Let us remember another important aspect of this Star: Jupiter and Saturn, solar Love and Light, image of the Good and of the True, they are the *Builders of the Solar Plan* and in Aquarius they establish and sanction the infinite service and the service to the infinite, the universal brotherhood and the distribution of knowledge as *Water of Life*.

**Jupiter-Neptune conjunction (2nd & 6th Rays), 6 June 2022**

Let’s move on to 2022 where on June 6th we witness the conjunction between the solar Master Jupiter and the solar Priest Neptune, in Pisces. There has been an energy change as we have moved from the Fifth to the Sixth seven-year period and the goal of 2022 is the 6.1 - *Esotericism of the New world Religion*. In the heavens the two great Mothers, Jupiter and Neptune, from the very deep waters of Pisces graft into the depth of consciousness that Seed of saving force that will strip off the material rind in order to reveal to the Hearts the Christic Principle, Light and Love, the Christ as the Lord of Space and of every celestial Religion.

**Jupiter-Uranus conjunction (2nd – 7th Ray), 14 March 2024**

The last step of our seven-year journey towards 2025 leads us to the Goal 6.3 - *Communion with the World of Ideas* where on the 14th of March 2024 we will see the conjunction between Jupiter and Uranus in Taurus. The two Luminaries of the beneficial fulfilment meet in the germinating waters of Taurus to fertilise consciousness, fostering and accelerating the communion with the Light of Life and the irradiation of the hierarchical order for the benefit of Humanity, as the last of the sentences of power, oriented towards 2025 (I IRRADIATE THE HIERARCHICAL ORDER - see notes 1 and 7), says.

With 2025 our visions become even more boundless, no longer held back by the ring of the solar System. As a matter of fact, 2025 witnesses two powerful alignments, crowning this initiatory journey in seven steps:

**Jupiter-Sirius conjunction, 3 November 2025**

The first significant alignment is that between Jupiter, Solar Heart, and Sirius, cosmic Heart, on the 3rd of November 2025. The planetary Heart, the Hierarchy, expands its magnetic power – the power of attraction towards cosmic Love – through the mediation of the solar Heart, and the human Planetary Order, cell of that Heart, can tune its pulsation to that of the Cosmos.
As mentioned, 2025 coincides, in our prototype/inner cycle of the planetary Plan with 49 Goals, with the Goal 6.4, the two Rays of the Italian Nation\(^6\), which will see precisely in 2025 the ‘first birthday’ of Neptune in its native position in the horoscope of the *Unification of Italy* (March 17, 1861). The 6\(^{th}\) Ray of abstract Idealism will be magnified: fiery or abstract Thought (which connects to the World of Ideas) will be, to a certain extent, *artfully* expressed through creative imagination and the construction of redeeming Forms, in group formation.

**Earth-Uranus-Alcyone conjunction, 22 November 2025**

The second alignment of the year is that of the 22\(^{nd}\) of November 2025 which sees involved in the background of the constellation of Taurus, *Uranus*, the cosmic Traction and solar Hierophant, and the star *Alcyone* of the Pleiades, Origin, Heart and pivot of the seven solar Systems, a star – as we have seen – connected to Aquarius, our next evolutionary horizon, and to ‘individual’ Service, in the sense of responsible and conscious. The Sun, therefore, through the viewfinder of the Earth and Uranus, is one with this supreme Origin and together they can contemplate the infinite.

**Saturn-Neptune conjunction (3\(^{rd}\) – 6\(^{th}\) Ray), 11 December 2025**

The infinite returns to the Zodiac circle with the last conjunction of 2025, the one between *Saturn* and *Neptune* in *Aries*, on the 11\(^{th}\) of December 2025. The year therefore closes with the meeting between the Light of the True, Saturn, and the living Communion, Neptune, which, strengthened by the initiating and restoring power of Aries, illuminate and renew all the ‘fields’ by connecting and joining them, thus offering, at a human level, the impulse for the birth of enlightened and collaborative Communities that consciously work for the foundation of a New Culture and New Civilization.

Let’s see in detail the causal currents of this seven-year ascent to the summit of 2025:

\(^6\) See A.A. Bailey, *The Destiny of the Nations*, Lucis Collection.
1st Step

Goal 5.4 New bases of Culture. Art. World of images.
From the December 2017 Solstice to the December 2018 Solstice
Formula for 2025: 1.1 I am the central human Presence

The central point – The Purpose

The assertion of the Plan of Love and Light by the human causal Prototype
of the Planetary Order is based on the first affirmation: I am the central human
Presence. This affirmation, charged with power and laden with responsibility, is intertwined with the
energy of the Goal 5.4 – New bases of Culture. Art. World of Images, which urges towards the Mastery
of creative Thought, or the realization of that Art of living “composing the causes” of the Future
towards the fullness of Being, the revelation of divinity inherent to the Fourth Human Hierarchy.

Inner wheel: 21 December 2017 h. 16.28 GMT – Outer wheel: 21 December 2018 h. 22.23

7 These egoic Formulas, presented in the text Asserting the planetary Plan, sum up the Work of impression of the
Prototype of a human Planetary Order in view of 2025:

THE PLANETARY ORDER ASSERTS THE PLAN OF LOVE AND LIGHT

1.1 I AM THE CENTRAL HUMAN PRESENCE
2.2 I AM IN THE HEART OF CHRIST
3.3 I ILLUMINATE THE PLANETARY PURPOSE
4.4 FROM THE PLACE OF FIRE I CONTEMPLATE AND REFLECT THE MODEL
5.5 I IMPRESS THE PLAN IN HUMAN MINDS
6.6 I GUIDE BACK TO THE CULTURE OF HEAVEN
7.7 I IRRADIATE THE HIERARCHICAL ORDER
The signs of the Heavens sustain this “magical construction” by nourishing and defining ever better the Purpose that supports it: Jupiter, the solar Master, passes through Scorpio, where he will remain for the most part of the annual cycle, in Sagittarius, where he will enter on the 19th of October.

The unfathomable waters of Scorpio lead us to face the roots of true Art, those archetypes of the World of Ideas that cause every event and form: “fighting is like building” and the Art of “composing the Causes” with the higher Mind (seat of the human Soul or causal body) is the fiery nucleus of future Goals.

The fourth Ray of Art is radiated by Scorpio and Sagittarius but also by Taurus, where Uranus (currently in the 7th quality of Aries) enters on the 3rd of September 2018 (geocentrically on the 15th of May and definitively on 6th March 2019): the electric impulse of the Beginning (Aries) turns into the ‘rhythmic motion of Fire’ (Taurus – ‘Light through knowledge’) and the energy released will thus teach the Art of living and thinking (4) which, for Love – the Winner (Scorpio), leads to the dynamic Fire of the unceasing, limitless search for the here and now (Sagittarius).

Uranus in Taurus, the Eye of Revelation, will bestow on the human Heart, through the New Group of World Servers, that scientific understanding of the Beauty of Being that will enlighten the world, teaching how to discriminate between what is of the “earth” and what is of the “heaven”: “…you have all the needed illumination and light upon all the coming problems, waiting to precipitate itself through the New Group of World Servers under the influence of Taurus, the nurturer of all illumination …”.

The fourth human Hierarchy, and with it the prototype of the Planetary Order, has to master, standing at the Centre, the Art of projecting and precipitating Ideas into Forms or, vice versa, of knowing how to recognize in these the Principles that generated them.

Saturn in 2018 passes through the 1st and 3rd quality of Capricorn, to set up initiatory plans and projects, to crystallize the Light in forms, so that they replace those now unfit for evolution. Saturn in His Sign Capricorn is very powerful as the Initiator of humanity: the karmic difficulties will increasingly prove to be opportunities to learn how to respond to the supernal Light, to “take responsibility” for being the Initiates, the Fourth human Hierarchy.

Neptune in Pisces, in the vicinity of the Equinox of March 2018, is in trine with Jupiter in Scorpio: the waters of Space are distributed with both hands by the two solar Mothers (6th and 2nd Ray). The God of Waters pierces (on the 26th of August 2018, to be precise) the centre of His Sign releasing pure saving force: the direction of the energy is reversed and the call to the House of the Father translates into the release, by degrees, of the “prisoners of the planet”.

The factors of celestial updating, namely Mercury and Venus, at the December Solstice are found respectively in Leo and Sagittarius, while at the Equinox we find them in Leo again and in Taurus. Mercury reflects the Model of the Sun at the centre, as a King and benefactor of his own realm or field of service, while Venus, after having provided the dynamic fire to attain the Goal, now shows the luminous ways to reach it.

Summary of the first step: the Purpose and the central human Presence attest in consciousness through the “taking of the Centre”, that synthetic or monadic point where the single Eye of the will-to-good can make the Love and Light of the Plan triumph, here and now.

---

8 A. A. Bailey, Rays and Initiations, p. 229-230, Lucis Collection.
2nd Step

**Goal 5.5 New Culture, New Civilization**
From the December 2018 Solstice to the December 2019 Solstice
Formula for 2025: **2.2 I am in the Heart of Christ**

The circle – The Field

The Work of the *prototype of the planetary Order* is primarily *subjective*, and it is aimed, in this fifth seven-year period, at realizing and sowing through inner ways the Fifth Goal: **New Culture – New Civilization** (year 2019, goal 5.5).

This Goal guides our current vision and mission; the second work that awaits the members of the Prototype of the Planetary Order, therefore, is to magnetize and weave a *qualified Field*, that is, to set up a *receptive matrix* for those “images with figures” that the previous goal 5.4 outlined and fixed at the causal level in Humanity.

In this sense, the Planetary Order finds its abode and strength in the *Heart of Christ*, as the second Formula states, that space Field radiating Love that pulsates at the beat of the cosmic dance.

*Inner wheel: 21 December 2018 h. 22.23 GMT – Outer wheel: 22 December 2019 h. 4.19*

A dance that the signs of the Heavens translate into terms of rhythmic and cyclical beats of its Energy Centres, the Luminaries: **Jupiter** moves one step closer and in the waters of *Sagittarius* it encourages not only to contemplate, but to realize in consciousness that glorious Goal, waiting to pass through the Door of the Gods of *Capricorn*, which will take place on the 19th of October 2019, to enshrine the initiatory force of such an achievement.

In Capricorn we already find **Saturn** (that on the 27th of April will be found in the exact Centre of the Sign, refracting into the Fourth human Kingdom the transfiguring creativity of the Fifth Kingdom of Souls) and **Pluto**, which transmit the supernal Light of the Summit and draw towards the Cosmos and its inviolable Laws: Power (Pluto), Love (Jupiter) and Light (Saturn) are united to “*restore the Plan on Earth*”, to start the New solar Culture.
Jupiter, in particular, from Sagittarius will be square to Neptune in Pisces (culmination on May 5), an aspect that ‘brings into play’ the potential energy of their previous opposition of 2015 (Goal 5.1), to teach the difficult but propulsive fusion between fire and water (direct motion and motion in depth, mind and feeling).

In terms of the planetary Plan, the fire of the Mysteries (5.1 – Jupiter-Neptune opposition) must penetrate the waters of human consciousness, so that it lights up and sees salvation in the Service to the New pan-human Culture (5.5 – square). Let us not forget, in fact, that at the level of compound cycles, the 5-pointed Star drawn in the Heavens by Jupiter and Saturn is oriented towards Aquarius, the Server.

Moreover Jupiter, close to the Solstice of December 2019, from Capricorn will be trine to Uranus in Taurus promoting the “beneficial fulfilment” of the Will in action (Capricorn-Taurus). Uranus presides over the 1st quality of Taurus to precipitate the Divine Incentive that brings to the Cult of Light: “a limitless striving of harmony moves the evolution”.

Mercury at the December Solstice is located at the centre of Libra and offers as a Model and image of the New Culture the Middle Way, the art of dynamic balance between the infinite pairs of opposites.

Venus at the same time is in Leo and brings consciousnesses to identify with the fiery core of right relationships, the golden section, and to know it better and better as a constructive canon of the New Culture.

In 2019 another important deadline occurs for the New Group of World Servers, sacred to Capricorn, which the Seed of the ‘central Presence’ must take into account as the Field of his Impression and which emerges from a passage of Esoteric Psychology II (p.196) This deadline is connected to the strengthening of the energies of Capricorn, an empowerment that occurs every seven years and that has been mentioned by the Tibetan Master starting from 1935, the year in which the energy inflow gave a huge boost to the new group of world servers.

In particular, this week of “group impact” goes from the 21st to the 28th of December and it is more powerful if it coincides with the full moon (which in 2019 will fall on December 12, so before the event).

That week has to be considered above all as a “feast” of the new group of world servers and therefore even this intake of initiatory Energy can be nourished by the Planetary Order through the weaving of an adequate Field that can harmoniously welcome its descent.

The One Humanity, the planetary Server, ascends to the Summit.
3rd Step

**Goal 5.6 Construction of ideals**

From the December 2019 Solstice to the December 2020 Solstice

**Formula for 2025: 3.3 I illuminate the planetary Purpose**

**The triangle – The Plan**

The year 5.6 – *Construction of Ideals*, presents a luminous and fiery heart, the conjunction between Jupiter and Saturn in *Aquarius* that will close, occurring on the 2nd of November, a year full of transcendent and initiatory flashes.

The planetary Purpose thus seems to be fully *illuminated* by the celestial cycles while allowing the Plan of Love and Light, woven by Humanity and its *prototype in hierarchical imitation*, the Planetary Order, to unfold in all its evolutionary and driving power.

---

**Saturn** near the Solstice of December 2019 (10 January 2020) conjoins with Pluto in the 6th quality of *Capricorn* (the last conjunction in the same Sign was in 1518!) and then passes into the waters of *Aquarius* on the 3rd of September. “This extraordinary and disruptive conjunction recalls the climate of the *Renaissance* and it follows the more recent one, in the eighteenth century in *Aquarius*, the driving force behind both the American War of Independence and the French Revolution”: building new ideals is to win the Battle against the crystallization and the bad management of the Blue Planet, our Home.

The prototype of the planetary Order intensifies the energy of subjective collaboration in order to perfect and clarify the vision of the new Ideals, those *Formulations* at the level of the abstract mind that connect Ideas to their precipitations or Forms: it builds them in itself and through itself, and in this way it anchors them in the *causal* matrix of the human realm.

This first celestial event will be followed, on **July 31**, by the conjunction, always in the 6th quality of *Capricorn*, between **Jupiter** and **Pluto**: the solar Wisdom through its conjunctions pours out doses
and lessons of Love, essence and Goal of the evolutionary Plan of this solar System, for his heavenly Brothers, thus celebrating the Glory of the Heart of the Sun.

Jupiter and Pluto in Capricorn, close in the embrace of the supernal Light, reign over the visible and invisible worlds, over the life that is born and expands in a multiplicity of forms and over those forms that lose their material consistency to be transfigured into pure Light.

*Jupiter and Pluto in conjunction in Capricorn initiate us into the transfiguring power of Love.*

Here is the wave created by Their Cycles, including Saturn which is dominant in Capricorn, that shows how 2020 constitutes a “crisis point”, that is, a point where there are opportunities for a “choice” of new directions:

```
“Saturn, through which energy flows from Leo [coming from the Great Bear], via Shamballa, to Humanity, governs two decanates in Capricorn. Hence its extreme potency today in the triangle of Humanity. Saturn breaks up existing conditions by the force of its energy impact, thus enabling the influence of Mercury to be more fully expressed. The vision can then be intuitively perceived when obstructions have been removed”. (A. A. Bailey, A Treatise on the Seven Rays, vol. III – Esoteric Astrology, p. 442)
```

Everything, as we have seen, points to the conjunction of November 2 between Jupiter, passed in Aquarius on the 12th of October 2020, and Saturn entered on the 3rd of September 2020, their first conjunction in Aquarius after the last one in 1404, now decidedly at the turn of, and in support of, the dawning Age of brotherhood and universality.

Let us remember the power of the event as Jupiter and Saturn, the solar Love and Light spiralling around the central Will of Sun/Vulcan, are the Builders of the solar Plan, and the cyclical breath of Their upper Triangle (1° – 2° – 3° R.) reveals the psychogeometries of solar Consciousness.

Their combined Cycle traces and sets up the Plan of solar Consciousness according to the sacred psychogeometries of the 6 and 5-pointed Stars, which are formed every 60 years: 60 years in fact include 3 conjunctions between Jupiter and Saturn every 20 years approximately, and these three outline in the circle of the Zodiac the Triangle, the first surface (while the oppositions draw another symmetrical triangle).
2020 is therefore the year of the closure, in the Sign of Aquarius, of the initiatory Star of Jupiter-Saturn started in 1961 with their conjunction in Capricorn, the 34th Star of 60 years since the First Advent of Christ.

The new ideals are built according to this basic quality: infinite service and service to the infinite, universal brotherhood, golden cooperation, clarification and distribution of knowledge.

The exchange between Capricorn and Aquarius, as a new quality of the impulse in-forming the solar Plan, appears therefore emblematic: having based the Construction of the new Culture on the Institute of the Heart (Goal 5.2) and on the art of composing the causes (Goal 5.4) what before was simply a horizon towards which to tend (Aquarius), contemplated from the Summit (Capricorn) is now the Service ground from which to start, on which to rest “hands and feet” and build the human and planetary Temple.

The Air Element of this conjunction in Aquarius is the substantial quality bearing Expansion, and it is new compared to the Earth one (of Capricorn-Taurus-Virgo) of the last 180 years, whose key word is Contact. Stars consecrated to the Summit in Aquarius will therefore begin in 2020, 2080, 2139 and in 2199, and these evolutionary impulses will guide Humanity towards universal Service through group consciousness.

To complete the annual picture, let’s note that Mercury at the beginning of 2020 is in His Sign (of hierarchical regency), Scorpio, harmonizing conflicts in order to bring out the supreme Model of the Beauty of Being, of unconditional Love, of the “splendour of Truth”, of the Fourth Human Hierarchy (associated with Scorpio and Mercury).

Here Mercury exerts its most elusive quality, that is the ability to connect seemingly dissimilar aspects of reality and merge them into harmonious radiance: the Idea, which is intimately One and gathers around itself the Many, is radiated from the inside, taking care that the essence of the inherent Unity is not lost and the formal (symmetrical) lines of thought are permanently implanted in the new form, and New Culture, which is about to be born.

Venus and Neptune are paired in the 5th quality of Pisces from where they convey the flows of saving force into acts of liberation, offering a clear, very deep (cosmic) and unitary vision of that Real which Uranus, in the 2nd quality of Taurus, dynamizes, organizes and synthesizes in the Light of the Heart of the Sun.
4th Step

Goal 5.7 Liturgy of the Group and of the Work
From the December 2020 Solstice to the December 2021 Solstice
Formula for 2025: 4.4 From the place of Fire I contemplate and reflect the Model
The square – The Model

The final year of the fifth seven-year period, 5.7 - Liturgy of the Group and of the work, sees the energy of Aquarius acting as a Model of every possible Group Construction and of the subsequent Work fielded by human forces.

The Liturgy, or Order and Rhythm that become scientific and choral Service to the Common Good, thus turns into the trace, or score, which enables the Planetary Order – as a prototype of every future human Group – to stand firm in the Place of Fire and from this ardent and central site to contemplate the purity of the solar Plan and then reflect it into the hearts of every being that lives and breathes in the One Life.

Jupiter and Saturn at the solstitial outset are still in conjunction in Aquarius and at the same time they square Uranus in Taurus (squares that will culminate respectively on the 1st of February and the 19th of October), recalling the square of 2000 (Goal 2.7), when Jupiter and Saturn were in conjunction in Taurus, squaring Uranus in Aquarius.

After 3 seven-year periods (21 years) the Lords of the Plan and of the Order return in 2021 to preside over the pivotal Signs of the current solar Week (3130 B.C. - 2750 A.D.) and the principal influences respectively of the New Group of World Servers and of Hierarchy. Past and Future confront each other (square) and synthesize at the centre (Sun/Vulcan) a new rhythm of advancement, a new liturgy of the common Work (5.7 - 2021).
Humanity learns in its heart that the creative Liturgy of the common Work becomes possible only by following the Plan and the solar Rhythms, the Model of the ‘beneficial accomplishment and the Rule to plan Brotherhood with all the worlds. This “squaring of the circle” irradiates into Space the new Rhythm of the Heart, whose sacred liturgy reinforces the solar Culture on the blue Planet.

The signs of the Heavens in this final year feed and support this progress on the path of Light: Jupiter passes from Aquarius to Pisces on the 20th of September 2021 to spread the expansive and etheric water of life of Aquarius (air) into the receptive and ‘emotional’ waters of consciousness, saving them through the discrimination between waves or vibrations, to re-unite deep down both opposites and similar ones.

**Mercury** at the December Solstice is in Capricorn, as it was at the beginning of the 5th seven-year period, to re-propose the highest Model, the supernal splendour of the Summit.

**Venus** on the other hand is in Scorpio and to serve such Heights realizes the golden union of opposites, emphasizing the tension of the deep squares between Aquarius and Taurus: once conflicts and opposing thrusts are emerged, they can be transformed from their common centre, in the Heart, the golden diamond of Harmony.

**Neptune** in 6th quality of Pisces unites and brings back to the common, all-pervasive root: Being is Communion.

**Uranus** sets the pace of the solar Work according to the 2nd and the 3rd quality of Taurus, the constructive Light of the Heart and of the True.

The Goal 5.7, therefore, instils in the consciousness of Humanity the organizational and operational modes that will shape the future starting from the Ideas/Ideals, which in their turn can be captured by the Heavens, “the Book of the future”.

The “future” is a subtle and malleable energy that becomes, falling into substance, form and event (visible and knowable) and as such it must be built with a mind “steady in the light”, based on the motions of the Lights that burn in the Sky: an activity that more and more members of Humanity are trying to carry on, no longer isolated but by organizing themselves in ever wider and more interconnected networks, since “the new Thought has a clear purpose: to realize the future by working together”.

* The choral Work among kindred spirits dissolves fatigue, time, distance.

The Prototype of the Planetary Order has learned the choral nature of intent, order and liturgy. It has learned to Work, and its reward is Joy. It has acquired a dose of solar Culture, of Supermundane Freedom, and radiates it for the benefit of the whole.

The treasure of the new Culture is well preserved in the Hearts, and from this secret, heavenly site, which is in every time and in every place, the hierarchical Brotherhood stands and governs human Civilizations.
5th Step

Goal 6.1 Esotericism of the new world Religion
From the December 2021 Solstice to the December 2022 Solstice
Formula for 2025: 5.5 I impress the Plan in human minds
The five-pointed star – The Manifestation

The Goal 6.1 – *Esotericism of the new world Religion* opens the sixth seven-year period and proposes a change of energy and horizon; the distant Goal that the inner Eye is about to contemplate is the *New World Religion*, in the aftermath of the fifth seven-year period in which the generative force of the 5th Ray sowed the vision of a New Culture in the Space of Human consciousness.

The Prototype of the Planetary Order in this first year of the new seven-year period therefore finds itself complying with the dictate of *Impressing the Plan in human minds*, where the Plan is nothing but the planetary Manifestation of the solar evolutionary Project which brings along with itself the multiplicity of lives that dwell in the loving embrace of the Logos. The Communion that derives from it is the way towards the Religion of Heaven, the ‘vertical arm’ of that Cross, human and solar, which connects – relies precisely – Earth and Heaven, Sons and Father, beings and Being.

![Inner wheel: Solstice 21 December 2021 h. 16 GMT – Outer wheel: Solstice 21 December 2022 h. 21.48](image)

The signs of the Heavens show at the December Solstice of 2021 Jupiter in ‘His’ 2nd quality of Pisces, as it advances towards its next celestial appointment, the conjunction with Neptune that will take place on the 6th of June 2022. The two *Great solar Mothers* in the extremely profound waters of Pisces graft into the depths of consciousness that ardent seed of saving force that, in due time, will strip off its material bark to reveal, in its essence, the full splendour of the Christic Principle, the Christ as the Lord of every heavenly Religion. Jupiter will then turn towards Aries, the Initiatory Fire, and will reach it on the 17th of August 2022.
Saturn and Mercury, almost in conjunction in the heart of Aquarius, with the power of their Light illuminate the planetary Goal, that Aquarian Brotherhood based on the joyful and conscious compliance with the Laws of Heaven and capable of Serving every man by virtue of the recognition of divinity-humanity which dwells, without distinction, in every individual.

This pair of Luminaries highlights the square with Uranus in Taurus, immersed in the Light of the vision of the Goal; the three Luminaries unceasingly inseminate Space with the light of the future that outlines the forms of the New Man, that Planetary Order which, with the wise and enlightened use of the Will, reaches out towards the systemic and scientific realization of Heaven on Earth.

Saturn and Mercury also appear in a trine aspect with the spatial waters of Gemini where Venus is, Intelligent Heart capable of uniting and merging the opposite shores of the Middle Way, so that the consciousness, which like a pilgrim turns towards the House of the Father, can take that path, “standing steady in the Light”, in a progressive freedom. The beating Heart of the 2nd Ray that innervates Gemini finds in the creative force of Venus, 5th Ray, the appropriate impulse to identify with Christ, the Lord of magnetic Space and Heart of the planetary System.

Finally we find Pluto in the substantial waters of Capricorn, now close to the last tolling in the Sign: from this zodiacal place the Luminary radiates sparks of Will prompting all consciousness to recall their primary Purpose and reminding them that “the only Way is the vertical one”.

*
6th Step

Goal 6.2 Space – Infinity. Bases of the new Religion
From the December 2022 Solstice to the December 2023 Solstice
Formula for 2025: 6.6 I guide back to the Culture of Heaven
The six-pointed star – The Communion

The sixth step of Jupiter leads from Goal 6.1 to Goal 6.2: Space – Infinity. Bases of the new Religion. A step that is perfectly connected to the energetic atmosphere that presides over the path of the Prototype of the Planetary Order, committed in the year 6.2 to realize Communion in its consciousness and to Guide back to the Culture of Heaven.

The seeds of a New Culture have been planted in the Space, individual and collective, and the fiery Cult of Ur has begun to light up the Hearts responsive to the heavenly Appeal; under the aegis of Fire, Space can sprout and bloom and the lines of a New Culture, celestial in its roots and human in its fruits, can begin to unify the many in the Name of the One.

Jupiter sails the fiery waters of Aries from the summer of 2022 and at the December Solstice it is close to touching the Heart of the Sign from which the electric Fire or solar Will emanates, aimed at carrying out the evolutionary Plan; the initial and initiatory lightning of Aries sets in motion the wheel of the cycle of evolution that inexorably drags beings into the spirals of Becoming as long as the consciousness “reverses the motion” of the path and is prepared to return to its original Source.

Jupiter takes advantage of the proximity of Mercury, the solar Messenger, to spread the elusive decrees of Vulcan in Space, magnetizing it: the close correspondence of Rays and Orbits that connects the two Luminaries (Jupiter 2nd Ray and 4th Orbit, Mercury 4th Ray and 2nd Orbit) allows the central Fire to pervade every atom and lead it, step by step, to that “concordance” of vibration we name...
Unity. The Good (Jupiter) and the Beautiful (Mercury) are One (Vulcan) and the Space resounds with this harmonious celestial note.

**Saturn** prepares to leave the vibrant waters of *Aquarius* and will enter *Pisces* on the 29th of April 2023, while **Venus** furrows the first few degrees by enhancing the inflow of the 5th Ray energy, the constructive force of the Mind (*Manas*). Also in this case we notice the correspondence of Rays and Orbits between the two Luminaries in *Aquarius* (Saturn 3rd Ray on the 5th Orbit and Venus 5th Ray on the 3rd Orbit): Saturn and Venus here are the image of the *electric* Light of the Truth that radiates the systemic Space and reverberates on the Earth to build, according to Law and Golden Rule, the Culture of Heaven and the Right Relationships.

**Neptune** in *Pisces* and **Uranus** in *Taurus* complete the picture of the year 6.2: their compound cycle, starting from the conjunction in *Capricorn* of 1993, sees them proceed towards the *collaborative* aspect of sextile that will be accomplished in 2024; the even Rays transmitted by the two Signs, as well as their common aspect of 1st Ray (for their rulers, Vulcan and Pluto), allow the two solar Keepers of the hierarchical Community to lay the mysterious foundation of the new Religion of Heaven in the *Sacredness of infinite Space.*
7th Step

Goal 6.3 Communion with the World of Ideas
From the December 2023 Solstice to the December 2024 Solstice
Formula for 2025: 7.7 I irradiate the hierarchical Order
The overall design – The Order

We have reached the last step, on the Middle Way between Heaven and Earth.
The Prototype of the Planetary Order, having closed ranks, prepares to Radiate the hierarchical order through itself and its assertion, strengthened by the consonance it has achieved and by the perfect transparency with which it welcomes and reflects the celestial Model. The power of its radiation will multiply the energetic voltage of the members’ consciousness, aimed at the One Purpose.
The Goal 6.3 – Communion with the World of Ideas seals this merging between Earth and Heaven and shows how this correspondence is imprinted in the Table of the Plan, to be understood as the “Table of right relationships, between the Vertexes, the basic Ideas of the Plan, the System and the major Systems and between all internal operations”.

The World of Ideas reverberates in the celestial order and dance of the Luminaries that knowingly allow to prepare a dose of future according to Rhythms, Canons and Rules, not relying on the obscure and unpredictable chance, even if it doesn’t exist.
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At the beginning of the year 6.3 we find Jupiter at the Centre of Taurus, where it entered on the 10th of July 2023 and it is heading towards the conjunction with Uranus, an aspect that will take place on the 14th of March 2024, close to the Equinox.
The two Luminaries of the beneficial fulfilment meet in the germinating waters of Taurus to fertilize in their turn the consciousness, fostering and accelerating not only the communion with the Light of
Life but also the irradiation of the hierarchical order of the Solar Builders, for the benefit of Humanity, thirsty for golden Relationships.

**Saturn** and **Neptune** find themselves in the last degrees of the unfathomable substance of **Pisces**, also close to the conjunction that will take place in **Aries** on the 11th of December 2025. In this portion of the year, the Light of the True (Saturn) breaks into the waters of Pisces and dissolves all glamour, while the saving force of Neptune, Lord of the solar Communion, melts every resistance and leads back to the One what was scattered and separated.

**Neptune**, in particular, at the solstice squares **Mercury**, the Magister musicæ (the Master of Music), in **Gemini**; the celestial Lyre resounds at the touch of Love radiated into the systemic space by **Gemini** and Mercury, collects and connects in Harmony the notes of Life forging, in concert with Neptune, that Concordance which is necessary to resound to Heaven with the strings of the heart.

**Venus** in Virgo, trine Uranus and Jupiter, takes on the appearance of the Great Cosmic Mother, the loving Wisdom, the One who welcomes, nourishes and gives birth to the Christ seed and, when the time is ripe, shows the world the Glory of Heaven, the ‘group consciousness’ realized through individual responsiveness, the “infant Christ”, prototype of the solar Consciousness of the Fourth human Hierarchy, synthesis of High and Low, Spirit and Substance, Father and Mother.

Finally, **Pluto** leaves Capricorn to enter Aquarius on the 22nd of January 2024, last among the slow Luminaries in this first quarter of the century; in this Sign it will reside until July 2043, impressing the footprints of the New Age in the depth of consciousness and subverting the “little wills of men”.

*
Goal 6.4 Religiosity and intelligent Communion of Art
Formula for 2025: 0.0 The planetary Order asserts the Plan of Love and Light

The steps have been taken.
Consciousness are bright and radiating.
And even the Heavens seem to appear in front of our eyes in a new guise, even more ardent, more penetrating, more intimate.
Our eyes, in fact, contemplate visions that are even more boundless and cosmic, no longer held back by the ring of the solar System.

*Jupiter*, the solar heart, aligns with the cosmic heart, *Sirius* (November 3, 2025; the previous time was at the end of 2013): the planetary Heart, the Hierarchy, empowered by the solar Heart, Jupiter, expands every human heart with its magnetic power of attraction, and turns it towards the Ocean of cosmic and infinite Love.

*Uranus*, the solar Initiator, aligns with the cosmic Origin, *Alcyone* in the Pleiades, on the 22nd of November 2025, the Heart of the Seven solar Systems.
The Sun, through the **viewfinder** of the Earth-Humanity and of Uranus-Cosmic Traction, is one with the Heart of the Seven solar Systems: united in one breath, in a waft, they sight the Infinite.

At the systemic level, the year 2025 will bring some game changers: on the 11th of December *Saturn*, recently entered into the radiant and ‘new’ waters of *Aries* (4 November), and *Neptune*, in the Sign from the 23rd of May 2025, are in conjunction, allowing the birth of enlightened and conscious Communities, of new Values and common Projects.

As already pointed out, 2025 coincides, in our prototype/inner cycle of the planetary Plan with 49 Goals, with the Goal **6.4**, the two Rays of the Italy, which will see exactly in 2025 the ‘first birthday’ of Neptune in its native position in the horoscope of the Unification of Italy (March 17, 1861). The 6th Ray of *abstract Idealism* will increase: fiery or abstract Thought (which connects to the World of
Ideas) will be, to a certain extent, *artfully* expressed through creative imagination and the construction of redeeming Forms, in group formation.

**Jupiter** is in *Gemini* from the 6th of June 2024 while **Uranus**, after aligning on the *Gemini-Sagittarius* axis with the Earth and Alcyone at the end of 2025, will enter this sign on the 9th of January 2026. **Pluto** is now preparing to navigate the waters of Aquarius extracting, as it is done with diamonds from the depths of the bowels of the earth, the riches of heavenly spaces, inexhaustible ewers of *electric* Life.

As we recalled at the beginning, the steps and the advancement of the Prototype of the Planetary Order, in co-measurement and in accordance with the laws of Heaven, are to be understood also *according to the Necessity or urgency of the times*.

2025, in the light of what the Heavens indicate to us, first of all urges the fulfilment, in concordance and harmony, of these seven initiatory steps *to assert the Plan of Love and Light on Earth*.

In a nutshell:

The first step for the Prototype of the Planetary Order is to take on the responsibility of *Being the central human Presence*, promoting the establishment of the Group of the One Humanity, a single planetary organism aiming at the common Good.

This is accompanied by the second step the Prototype must take, which is to place itself in the *Heart of Christ*, a cosmic magnet that fosters all expansions of consciousness and draws towards the highest Freedom for each individual.

The realization of the Plan of Love and Light, according to the indication expressed in the Great Invocation, is then the third step to be taken, so as *to illuminate the planetary Purpose*, so that each one receives a spark that ignites the responsibility for a conscious and creative participation to the common Good.

This Purpose can be achieved with the fourth step, the imitation of the Model, that is to say the Hierarchy: contemplating the Luminaries that ceaselessly orbit the Ecliptic, the solar Plan, we can gradually *reflect the Model* and bring it to Earth, *impressing* it, and this is the fifth step, in the *human mind* so that a wise and skilful construction ensues.

Thus Heaven and Earth will be connected and man will be guided back to the *Culture of Heaven* (the sixth step) from which, in these dark times, he seems estranged.

The last step, that leads us to contemplate the cosmic sources from which Life flows, sees the Prototype of the Planetary Order *irradiating the hierarchical Order*.

This last accomplishment connects the Will with Freedom and reveals the mystery of the One.

* * *